
2023 A Book and a Prayer Club Selections

Discussion Date Book Title Author Pages Summary
19-Jan A Year in Provence Peter Mayle 224 In this witty and warm-hearted account, Peter Mayle tells what it is like to 

realize a long-cherished dream and actually move into a 200-year-old stone 
farmhouse in the remote country of the Lubéron with his wife and two large 
dogs.  He endures January's frosty mistral as it comes howling down the 
Rhône Valley, discovers the secrets of goat racing through the middle of 
town, and delights in the glorious regional cuisine. A Year in 
Provence transports us into all the earthy pleasures of Provençal life and lets 
us live vicariously at a tempo governed by seasons, not by days.

16-Feb The Only Woman in the Room Marie Benedict 338 A powerful book based on the incredible true story of the glamour icon and 
scientist, Hedy Lamarr. The Only Woman in the Room  is a masterpiece that 
celebrates the many women in science that history has overlooked.

16-Mar Horse: A Novel Geraldine Brooks 416 A discarded painting in a junk pile, a skeleton in an attic, and the greatest 
racehorse in American history: from these strands are braided a sweeping 
story of spirit, obsession, and injustice across American history. Based on the 
remarkable true story of the record-breaking thoroughbred Lexington, Horse 
is a novel of art and science, love and obsession, and our unfinished 
reckoning with racism.

20-Apr The Library Book Susan Orlean 336 The Library Book  chronicles the 1986 Los Angeles Public Library (LAPL) fire 
and its aftermath to showcase the larger, crucial role that libraries play in 
our lives; delves into the evolution of libraries; brings each department of 
the library to vivid life; studies arson and attempts to burn a copy of a book 
herself; and reexamines the case of Harry Peak, the blond-haired actor long 
suspected of setting fire to the LAPL more than thirty years ago.

18-May Interior Chinatown Charles Yu 288 A deeply personal novel about race, pop culture, immigration, assimilation, 
and escaping the roles we are forced to play. "One of the funniest books of 
the year.... A delicious, ambitious Hollywood satire" (The Washington Post ) .
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15-Jun This Time Tomorrow Emma Straub 320 On the eve of her 40th birthday, Alice’s life isn’t terrible. She likes her job, 
even if it isn’t exactly the one she expected. She’s happy with her 
apartment, her romantic status, her independence, and she adores her 
lifelong best friend. But her father is ailing, and it feels to her as if something 
is missing. When she wakes up the next morning she finds herself back in 
1996, reliving her 16th birthday. But it isn’t just her adolescent body that 
shocks her, or seeing her high school crush, it’s her dad:  the vital, charming, 
40-something version of her father with whom she is reunited. Now armed 
with a new perspective on her own life and his, some past events take on 
new meaning. Is there anything that she would change if she could?

20-Jul The Lincoln Highway Amor Towels 592 In June, 1954, eighteen-year-old Emmett Watson is driven home to 
Nebraska by the warden of the juvenile work farm where he has just served 
fifteen months for involuntary manslaughter. His mother long gone, his 
father recently deceased, and the family farm foreclosed upon by the bank, 
Emmett's intention is to pick up his eight-year-old brother, Billy, and head to 
California where they can start their lives anew. But when the warden drives 
away, Emmett discovers that two friends from the work farm have hidden 
themselves in the trunk of the warden's car. Together, they have hatched an 
altogether different plan for Emmett's future, one that will take them all on 
a fateful journey in the opposite direction—to the City of New York.
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17-Aug Remarkedly Bright Creatures: A Novel Shelby Van Pelt 368 A charming, witty and compulsively readable exploration of friendship, 
reckoning, and hope that traces a widow's unlikely connection with a giant 
Pacific octopus. After Tova Sullivan’s husband died, she began working the 
night shift at the Sowell Bay Aquarium, mopping floors and tidying up. Tova 
becomes acquainted with curmudgeonly Marcellus, a giant Pacific octopus 
living at the aquarium. Marcellus knows more than anyone can imagine but 
wouldn’t dream of lifting one of his eight arms for his human captors—until 
he forms a remarkable friendship with Tova. Shelby Van Pelt’s debut novel is 
a gentle reminder that sometimes taking a hard look at the past can help 
uncover a future that once felt impossible.

21-Sep Triangle: The Fire That Changed America David von Drehle 447 Triangle  is both a harrowing chronicle of the Triangle shirtwaist fire and a 
vibrant portrait of an era. It follows the waves of Jewish and Italian 
immigration that supplied New York City’s garment factories with cheap, 
mostly female labor. It portrays the Dickensian work conditions that led to a 
massive waist-worker’s strike in which an unlikely coalition of socialists, 
socialites, and suffragettes took on bosses, police, and magistrates. And it 
shows how a public outcry over the fire led to an unprecedented alliance 
between labor reformers and Tammany Hall politicians.

19-Oct There There Tommy Orange 304  A novel that follows twelve characters from Native communities: all 
traveling to the Big Oakland Powwow, all connected to one another in ways 
they may not yet realize. Among them is Jacquie Red Feather, newly sober 
and trying to make it back to the family she left behind. Dene Oxendene, 
pulling his life together after his uncle’s death and working at the powwow 
to honor his memory. Fourteen-year-old Orvil, coming to perform traditional 
dance for the very first time. They converge and collide on one fateful day 
and together this chorus of voices tells of the plight of the urban Native 
American—grappling with a complex and painful history, with an inheritance 
of beauty and spirituality, with communion and sacrifice and heroism
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16-Nov All Quiet on the Western Front Erich Remarque 304 Considered by many the greatest war novel of all time, All Quiet on the 
Western Front  is Erich Maria Remarque’s masterpiece of the German 
experience during World War I.

21-Dec Mr. Dickens and His Carol Samantha Silva 288 Charles Dickens is not feeling the Christmas spirit. His newest book is an 
utter flop, the critics have turned against him, relatives near and far hound 
him for money. While his wife plans a lavish holiday party for their ever-
expanding family and circle of friends, Dickens has visions of the poor house. 
But when his publishers try to blackmail him into writing a Christmas book to 
save them all from financial ruin, he refuses and a serious bout of writer’s 
block sets in. Frazzled and filled with self-doubt, Dickens meets the 
mysterious Eleanor Lovejoy. As Dickens’ deadlines close in, Eleanor propels 
him on a Scrooge-like journey that tests everything he believes about 
generosity, friendship, ambition, and love. The story he writes will change 
Christmas forever.
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